CUSTOM Solutions

VISION

Sometimes it's Art, sometimes it's a Light Fixture.. we can make it be both.
Expert LED design combined with a long history of custom design and implementation means GO Lighting can make
your dream fixtures a reality. From simple changes, slight adjustments and finishes or colours of our standard product to
various different sizes and custom shapes or complete architectural visions.
No longer limited by legacy lighting, the possibilities are truly endless.

DESIGN

GO Lighting has extensive experience in custom lighting design and coupled with expertise in LED technology, our
full-service solutions are able to skillfully marry the benefits of LED with architecturally beautiful luminaires.
Our team can help you through the design process, collectively modifying the design in order to achieve exactly what you
envisioned, while effortlessly balancing the limitations of the fabrication process. By assigning a dedicated engineer to
your project we ensure consistency throughout the project from A to Z.
GO Lighting masterfully applies its knowledge based on working in the LED industry for many years and provides custom
design services, that not only present the option of having an architecturally beautiful luminaire, but makes sure it's
energy efficient, zero maintenance, full control over colour, dimmable, and even colour changing as well.

TECHNOLOGY

Custom is about drama, and LED can take it to whole another level.
Working with the most powerful software available, we can transfer a visionary concept to virtual reality, which, once
approved, can be quickly fabricated into the luminaire you envisioned. From a single focal point pendent to hundreds of
unique wall sconces.With tunable light engines, we can adjust the light output and input power to match your lighting
requirement. One size does not fit all.
We work with some of the best fabricators in the industry, from metal work and welding, to lens and finishes.
Our work process starts with the LIGHT ENGINE - Custom designed to match the appropriate form factor for the luminaire
while carefully considering its thermal properties, expected L70 Life expectancy and evenness of illumination.
GO Lighting creates its Gerbers and PCB's in-house ensuring the strictest quality control and a short turnaround time,
which, once integrated into the custom luminaire, becomes a vital part of the fixture. No lamp image, no concessions due
to size restrictions of lamps and, most importantly - no changing bulbs. This allows us to materialize a vision not possible
even just a few years ago.
The benefit to our customer is that we're not reinventing ourselves every time. We continue to use our standard
components. LEDs, power supplies, thermal interfaces, etc. This ensures that while the fixture may be entirely different in
appearance, the heart is still a GO Lighting fixture, with a proven track record of performance and longevity.
We mean it, when we say - NO LIMITS! (except for physics of course)
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